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Feedback which impacts on future teaching and learning has been proven to have the greatest 

impact on attainment and achievement in schools (Sutton Trust).The purpose of marking is to show 

that work is being monitored and valued, and to provide feedback and guidance regarding 

progression in the child’s learning.  

The Ofsted judgement on the quality of teaching must take account of evidence of pupils’ learning 

and progress and inspectors must consider;  

• How well pupils understand how to improve their learning as a result of frequent, detailed 

and accurate feedback from teachers following assessment of their learning  

• The extent to which the pace and depth of learning are maximised as a result of teachers 

monitoring of learning during lessons and any consequent actions in response to pupils 

feedback  

In order to ensure that school procedures are effective yet manageable and also provide consistency 

between our schools we have reviewed the agreed way we mark children’s work and what their 

feedback will look like.  

• Marking will be completed by staff in GREEN (in line with the handwriting policy for your 

own presentation)   

• Pupils will edit and respond in PURPLE pens, except in maths, where pupils will respond in 

ordinary pencil.   

• Date and objective will be recorded on work in KS1 and KS2  

• Pupils are expected to edit their work prior to teacher marking, as appropriate to the age 

range.   

• A piece of work for English marked comprehensively with edit stamps indicated once a 

fortnight   

• Mathematics will be marked daily, including verbal feedback to support corrections.  

• For English, during a unit of work, genre specific language will be marked and key 

vocabulary displayed on the working wall 

• In Science and Foundation books, feedback stamps will be used to indicate the level of 

support given and subject specific language corrected.  

 

EYFS  

• Children’s work is dated 

• All feedback is given verbally  

• Supported, peer and independent stamps are used to indicate level of support given 

• Staff indicate the age stage and area of learning from Development Matters on each piece 

of work.  

  



 

 

 

                                            



 

 

 

 

 


